
Chrome OS is designed 
for financial services

Technology should adapt to your evolving customer 
engagement models and service-delivery requirements.

44%
of financial services leaders already adopt virtualization 

solutions with the aim of delivering legacy applications.1

Digitalization of services 
Adoption of digital channels for transactional activities has 

raised customer expectations. Solutions must offer customer-

facing staff with simple, intuitive interfaces to enable them to 

deliver faster and seamless customer interactions.

70% of banking customers prefer digital channels for 

transactional activities, but less than 30% prefer digital channels 

for high-touch interactions.3

Data protection 
Adapting to regulations, such as MIFID II, GDPR and CCPA, 

can be time intensive. Solutions should be secure and easy-

to-manage right out-of-the box and adhere to compliance 

protocols.

74% of customers would switch to a competitor if their bank 

or insurer experienced a data breach.2

Modern application delivery 
Applications are being virtualized to support hybrid working 

models and access from any location. Today's solutions 

must support both legacy and cloud-based application 

delivery to a single endpoint OS.

Financial Services

Chrome OS is designed to modernize and secure both 
your customer facing and critical back-office operations.

70%
of financial services leaders rate security and/or 

remote access as a top 3 reason for purchasing a 

virtualization solution.1
6 Compliant with ISO/IEC 27001, 27017 and 27018

Fast deployment & easy management 
Leverage the Google Admin Console to procure, deploy, and 

oversee devices across retail and commercial bank locations, 

and remotely manage security, users, apps, policies and more.

Enhanced customer & employee experience
Reduce employee downtime with background updates and 

promote productivity with a broad range of monitor and 

workstation device support to enable multitasking.4

Compliance 
Keep information in the right hands using an operating system 

that limits endpoint storage and ensures usage complies with 

the ISO/IEC 27000 family of regulations.6

Built-in, proactive security 
Deploy devices with secure data storage, built-in 

executable blocking, automatic security updates, a 

multi-layered OS architecture, and no reported 

ransomware attacks ever to safeguard data.

Legacy application support
Access applications in virtualized environments 

through product integrations with VDI vendors.5



Beyond security and compliance benefits, Chrome OS' cloud-first 
architecture supports a broad range of workforce segments.

74%
use employee satisfaction and application availability 

as measures of successful virtualization adoption.1

Claims processors 
need to retrieve sensitive customer data and manage 

the claim lifecycle. Use Chrome OS for:

● Virtualized legacy application access 

● Simplified, secure customer data access

Reimagine your employee and customer experience 
by upgrading to Chrome OS

Among financial services IT buyers...

Benefit from a Connected Ecosystem

Contact center agents
need fast access to customer data with an easy-to-use 

interface. Deploy Chrome OS for:

● Secure management of customer data

● Rapid logins between shifts

69%
consider performance and reliability as top factors in 

the virtualization purchase decision process.1

Among financial services IT buyers...

65% deploy cloud-first or thin operating systems 

for secure, simple user experience.1

Bank tellers
need to facilitate transactional activities and support 

customer needs. Chrome OS provides:

● App-specific kiosks for a tailored experience

● Intuitive interfaces to accelerate customer outcomes

Among financial services IT buyers...

Information workers 
need reliable tools for collaboration and adjustable compute 

power. Chrome OS supports: 

● Intuitive access to collaboration tools

● Self-deployment of compute resources

61% purchase cloud-first or thin operating 

systems for easy deployment of resources.1

Among financial services IT buyers...

Sell-side analysts
need to handle performance-heavy tasks using complex 

workstations. Chrome OS offers:

● Multiple external monitor setup support

● High-performance for virtualized applications

56% deploy cloud-first or thin operating systems 

for security and user productivity.1

Among financial services IT buyers...



Make the shift to Chrome OS

Learn more about Chrome OS

Read through our customer success stories:

● Vertex

● Blend 

● Square

● ATB Financial

Or reach out to our sales team to learn 

more or to book a free demo.

As well as saving us money, 

Chromebooks buy us time and 

freedom. Engineers don't need to 

worry about security or wait for IT to 

configure or lock down Chromebooks. 

They can just get to work."

Head of Security, 
Blend
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